Additional file 3: Figure S2 An example of the ribozyme-based RNA device design which takes energy barrier height into account. Sequence constraints shown in Figure  5 were used. The structures and free energies shown in this figure were computed by RNAfold with option -d2. (a) Ribozyme-active conformation predicted as the MFE structure. (b) Ribozyme-inactive conformation. In addition to the RNA sequence (CUCGUCGAUUACUGUGCUUGUAAUCCUGAUGAGGGAGUGCGGAUACC AGCAUCGUCUUGAUGCCCUUGGCAGUUGUAUUGCGAUCCCGAAACGAG) shown in this figure, we obtained another designed sequence (CUCGUCGCACGCUGUGCUUGUGUGCCUGAUGAGGGAGUGCGGAUACCA GCAUCGUCUUGAUGCCCUUGGCAGUUGUAUUGCGAUCCCGAAACGAG) which folds into exactly the same ribozyme-active (-31.6 kcal/mol) and -inactive (-30.6 kcal/mol) structures as those of (a) and (b), respectively. These structures were visualized by VARNA. Figure S3 Boltzmann probabilities of the designed RNA sequences by MODENA with the crossover for multiple targets (denoted by circles) and MODENA without the crossover (denoted by +). The results for 17 target secondary structure sets of the RNAtabupath dataset are shown. The other explanation is the same with the caption of Additional file 3: Figure S1 .
